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In this paper we give sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution x G LP(D,E) of the Volterra integral equation (1) x Denote by a and a\ the Kuratowski measures of noncompactness in
(t) = f(t)+ J K(t,s)g(s,x(s))ds, m
E and L l (D,E), respectively. For any set V C L 1
(D,E) denote by v the function defined by v(t) = a(V(t)) for t G D (under the convention that a(X) = 00 if X is unbounded), where V(t) = {x(t) : x G V}.
Now we shall present two lemmas which clarify the relations between a and a\.
LEMMA 4 ([2]). Let V be a countable set of strongly measurable functions D •-» E such that there exists m G L l {D,R) with ||x(i)|| < m(t) for all x G V and t G D. Then the corresponding function v is integrable on D and a(¡\x(t)dt:
x G v}) < 2 \ v(t) dt. 
D D

LEMMA 5 ([8]). Let V be a countable set of strongly measurable functions D 1-> E such that
(i) there exists m G L 1 (D,R) such that ||a;(i)|| < m(t) for all x G V and t G D; (ii) lim^o sup x€ y l D ||x(i + h) -x(t)\\dt = 0. Then ai{V) < 2 \ v(t) dt.
D(t)
Put B = {x G D> : ||x(t)|| < u(t) for a.e. t G D} and
G(x)(t) = f(t) + \ K(t,s)g(s,x(s))ds for x G B and t G D.
D(t)
Since l|G(*)(t)ll<ll/(i)ll+ J +
D(t) D(t)
for x G B and t G D, Lemmas 2 and 3 prove that G is a continuous mapping
B^B.
Without loss of generality we shall always assume that all functions from LP are extended to R n by putting x(t) = 0 outside D. Moreover,
\\G(x)(t + h)-G(x)(t)\\<d(t,h) for x£B,teD and small \h\, where ' u(t) if í G D and t + h £ D d(t, h) = || f(t + h)~ f(t) || + ||K(t + h,s)~ K(t, s) || (a(a) + bu(s if t,t + heD. By (3) the function (i, s) i-• W(t, s) = K(t, s)(a(s) + bu(s)) is integrable on
D x D. Therefore lim t d(t,h)dt= lim[\ \\f(t + h)-f(t)\\dt+ + \ (\ \\K{t + h,s)-K(t,s)\\-(a(s) + bu(s))ds)dt = D D
= limfj \\f(t + h)-f(t)\\dt+ J J \\W(t + h,s)-W(t,s)\\dsdt =
D DxD
= lim t \\f(t + h) -f(t)\\dt+ lim \ \ \\W{t + h, s) -W(t, s)\\dsdt
= h 1.H J h k.fl J J
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for t G D. Hence
h-tO T e R .
D(t)
Next, let V be a countable subset of B such that (7) VCcarw(G(V) U{0}). Then V(t) C conv(G(V)(t) U {0}) for a.e. t G D , so that (8) a(V(t)) < a(G(V)(t)) for a.e. t G D.
Put v(t) = a(V(t))
for t G D. Prom (6) and (7) we deduce that i.e. )llc = 0 and, consequently, w(t) = 0 for t G D(a 2 ). Repeating this argument we deduce that w(t) = 0 for i 6 D. Since v(t) < w(t) we have v(t) = 0 for t € D. In view of (9) this shows that CKI(V) = 0, so that V is relatively compact in L l . On the other hand, the set B has equiabsolutely continuous norms in LP and V C B. Consequently, V is relatively compact in LP.
Applying now the following Monch fixed point theorem [3] : 
